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INTRODUCTION

THE following pages are presented with the aim and pur-

pose of giving an account of the various activities that

are classed under the general heading of
'

'Educational" in the

affairs of The Art Gallery of Toronto.

During the last few years the activities have developed to

such an extent that some account of the many phases now
carried on, is offered in explanation to members and public.

The story of experiments, of achievements and success in mak-
ing contact with the public and with children is by no means
complete. There is really no history to write, but there is a
meaning and a story in the reason why, in a large city in the

heart of a new country, a new movement in education should

find a home and a field of experiment. From small beginnings

this public work has spread over the Dominion, with The Art

Gallery of Toronto as its centre of origin.

To the members of the Art Gallery, who have for years,

maintained by their annual subscriptions the beginnings and
the progress of the educational work, to the Carnegie Cor-

poration of New York who have generously endowed the

educational efforts during the last three years, to teachers,

principals of schools, artists, parents, and a sympathetic and
growing public, to all these the Art Gallery, and thousands

of children, offer this expression of appreciation and gratitude.

R. Y. EATON,
President,

Art Gallery of Toronto.
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CHAPTER ONE

THIS 10 YEAR OLD IS ENJOYING A
CORNER IN ART OF HER OWN CREATION
AT THE ART GALLERY.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES AT THE ART GALLERY AND
AT THE CHILDREN'S ART CENTRE

ART GALLERIES the world over are feeling the pains of new life,

when the dead and stately halls hung with more or less priceless

masterpieces of other days feel the need of something more than sight-

seers and occasional visitors. In famous art galleries the wealth

of historical examples, great masterpieces of painting and sculpture

attract the curious and interested public, the tourist, and the artist, in

their thousands to see the immortal canvasses of early Italian, French

and Dutch painters, or the works of any school that time and the search-

ings and strivings of interpreters and collectors have put into these

almost sacred shrines. The Uffizi, the Vatican Museum, the Louvre,

the Metropolitan in New York and the National Gallery in London—to

mention only a few of the world's treasure houses—open wide their doors

and the world makes a beaten pathway to the stately porticos, through

the clicking turnstiles, checking its umbrellas and cameras, buying

postcards and catalogues, and doing the period galleries in short or

extended time according to the interest of the spectator. The art gallery

in any city is on the tourist map along with the churches, the stadium

and the museums.

But think of the many hundreds of art galleries scattered all over

Europe and the United States, given by generous citizens to a public not

yet trained to understand what they are for. Some of these stand in

pleasant parks, housed in stately rooms, and looked over by hardy

veterans who keep careful records of attendance, who also keep small

children from entering, and who know the details of the subjects of every
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THIS IS ONE OF THE

GROUPS AT THE
SATURDAY MORNING
CLASSES.

picture in the collection. But the pictures and the galleries never change,

they grow older, they become shabby and submerged and gradually

fade away from public view, still maintaining a sort of dignity and a

cultural purpose in a world where speed and the factory, the automobile

and the cinema have long since outdated any collection of still-lifes and
ancestral portraits, historical and genre subjects of a preceeding century.

But in a new world, where pioneering and home making have occupied

the lives of four or five generations of inhabitants, who have come from

the four corners of the earth, each wave of successive immigration

bringing newer and more cultivated tastes and needs to the making of

a new nation—what of the art gallery?

In this country there is no store of antiquity and human records in

painting and sculpture—no Norman keeps, Roman baths and amphi-

theatres, there is only a record of exploration and slow conquering of

wild bush country, and of making the prairie blossom fruitfully. The

pioneers were men of their hands, their weapons of early culture, the

axe and the plough. The pioneers of family and wealth if they had art

treasures brought them with them, and in those days of a hundred or

so years ago, the voyage itself was hazardous enough for humans,

without the added dangers of literally casting their household goods upon

the face of the waters. The later generations of business men collected

pictures as part of their social status and background, as a mark of their

position in life, and to decorate their homes and walls with the bric-a-brac

and art objects of other ages and other lands. These were the beginnings

of art gallery collections in this country; such possessions gradually
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found their way by donation and bequest into the early form of public

art gallery in Canada.

Fifty or sixty years ago the picture changed. Into the quiet and cultural

calm of private collections, into the private library, and connoisseur-like

life of the collector, came public competition. The industrial revolution

had brought about social changes that included the right of every indivi-

dual to participate in the experience of looking and hearing, of reading

and learning about the cultured ages of the past, and to seek to know
about the present day. The art gallery became a factor of civic pride

and public necessity. The permanent collection became an established

thing, the classic forms of the art gallery with pillared entrance, elaborate

marble and plaster moulding, polished floors and turnstile became one

of the public show places in any city of over 80,000 population on the

American continent, and the public responded according to its need and
desire. The records of The Art Gallery of Toronto show every step in this

progress. From small beginnings in the mind of public spirited men of

half a century ago The Art Gallery of Toronto grew slowly into being,

inheriting a few pictures here and some sculpture there, encouraging

local societies to exhibit and to house their pictures for periods in their

meagre salons, inviting the public to visit, and those who believed in such

public expressions of culture to support its aims. But it needed more than

private backing, and a few public supportors before it became a centre

for the public. In the first place a home was needed for its growing collec-

tion, and then a membership of the public itself. In Toronto the first was
provided under the will of the late Goldwyn Smith, and the Georgian
mansion built in the first quarter of the 19th century, and famous as "The
Grange", became the historical nucleus, out of which has grown the

present series of public galleries.

Thus we have the conventional pattern of an art gallery's inception,

and the growth repeated here as in a thousand cities in the old lands.

The pioneering in art is still going forward, for no art gallery can afford

to let down on its programme of expansion and development. In a way

CHILDREN LIKE MAKING
MASKS AND OTHER
THINGS— THESE ARE
A FEW OF THE IMAGI-

NATIVE IDEAS PUT
INTO PLASTIC FORM.
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the progress to-day is more difficult to maintain, through industrial

uncertainty and social unrest, through wars, and rumours of war. If this

were a history of such progress, it would recall the names of distinguished

men and women who have made it possible by their sacrifices, their gifts

of pictures, and their time and labour to bring above ground an edifice

housing treasures of the old and new world, contributing to the dignity of

a city's life, and adding one more treasure house to the public service.

That history has been told elsewhere, but the progress is still going on,

—

making a modern pattern out of the older forms of a generation ago.

This is not a history of individuals and bequests, it is an introduction

to the educational development that was a necessary step in the expansion

of the art gallery idea in Toronto and throughout the Dominion.

Suffice it is to say here, that every stick and stone of The Art Gallery

of Toronto has been raised for the purpose of art and art education by
and from public-minded citizens and public institutions, who have given

financial and moral support to the idea. Bequests of pictures have been

few and far between, because in the first place the pictures were not

here to bequeath, in the second place the art gallery as a final repository

for family heirlooms and private possessions was not considered a perma-

nent abiding place. For in a country that had yet to achieve the sentiment

of nationhood and to overcome the transient feeling of its people, any
idea of permanency in a changing world was not deeply rooted in

Canadian society.

Our lines of tradition are easier to trace than those of the United

States, and for that reason alone our conventional pattern of life is

therefore a more fixed social one. It has not been, and is not primarily

concerned with the possession of things, or the instincts for art. We are a

practical minded, northern breed of people with progressive, material

habits of mind, an idealistic faith in ourselves and a capacity for industrial

expansion that has not yet taken in the idea of art as a necessity of

existence. We are not attuned to innovation in the arts, possessing a
somewhat austere and puritanical hostility to anything that passes too

rapidly into newer expressions reflecting the life of to-day. The changing

art forms and the newer and stimulating happenings in the world of

technology and art to-day provide an ever-changing panorama of events

and pictorial interpretations, which, to those who are interested in the

more sedate patterns of the past century of Victorian culture and attain-

ment appears altogether too lively and rapid.

Evangelical religion, the idea of culture as being entirely within the

pages of books, the spoken and written word, the classical idealism,

—

all the traditional and human foundational elements on which our public

education and national life are founded did not include art as a means

of expressing a hundred other facets of human personality. We are still

only a few centuries from the monastic life, and really only a few
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ANY SATUR-
DAY MORN-
ING AT THE
ART GAL-
LERY—A
GROUP
LOOKING
AT A PLAY.

generations from the iconoclasts who destroyed any form of beauty, as a

pagan snare set against the spiritual life of man.

It is only a few years ago that art as a subject in universities has

come to take its place as a cultural and aesthetic form of education on

this continent. It is only a year or so ago in this city of Toronto that a

great university has placed art definitely within its courses, open to all

students.

Against all these things, as well as material ones, the Art Gallery

has established itself in a city of about 850,000 people. By its example

and growth it has stimulated the development of art education in schools,

in art colleges and in universities. It has formed a fertile field for the

growth and sustenance of people, explaining and demonstrating the need

of art in daily life. Thousands of citizens have come to recognize its

place in the community, many thousands of children crowd its halls and

galleries during the year. The Art Gallery is more to them than sticks,

metal girders and concrete. It is a living manifestation of the expression

that life is not all depression and material possessions, that there are still

things in life that we need to see more and more, still new experiences in

adventuring into new lands and into the hearts of people everywhere,

through an understanding of their arts, which is the most universal voice

to-day in an age when international understanding also means collabor-

ating in the experience of music, poetry, architecture and painting in

all lands.
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CHAPTER TWO

EDUCATION FOR ALL

THERE are two sides to the active life of an art gallery in its public

service. In the first place it must have an adequate and dignified

building and something to show. In the second place it must endeavour

to interpret the things it places on exhibition. The former indicates a
permanent collection and a continuous variety of ever-changing current

exhibitions, the latter indicates the establishment of entertaining and
instructive contacts with the public and the necessary development of

ways and means to attract and interest the public, in a world of commer-
cialized entertainment, of radio, the moving picture and public spectacles

in stadiums and arenas.

A permanent collection is long in the making—it does not spring fully

armed into existence, that was the mistake of the older art galleries in

the U.S.A. and in Europe. It is the error that has been made in new
lands also. A permanent collection, by its very title, is an anomaly, an
ambiguous thing with no real permanency. Fashions change and none

more so than in art, especially in painting. Every generation throws down
the challenge to the idea of permanency of a past generation. Perma-

nency does not imply possession, but the permanent values in the art

works themselves. These are not governed by public taste, which in the

main likes in painting, the pleasing and pictorial, irrespective of the more
important permanent values of sound technique, expressive symbolism

or idea, and fine compositional values. These are only to be found in

the work of art, and a work of art is a rare and beautiful thing, that lasts

in the mind and in the hearts of people—it has permanency.

To understand these qualities in the works of the past and of the

present day is the need and desire of large numbers of the public. To

interpret them is the business of education. The interpretation of works

of art has advanced in recent years far beyond the stage of dependence
on likes and dislikes, into the realm of study where the background, the

social conditions, the form, design, colour and composition become a
lively unfoldment of the aims and purpose of the age and the artist who
produced it. Analysis and philosophy, history and psychology are all

part of the process of elucidation on the part of the interpreter and the

spectator. This phase of educational activity is the duty of an art gallery,

to give,—and one might say with truth—the social duty and privilege of

the individual to acquire.

It is obviously an impossible task to compete in a new land with the

quality and character of the possessions of the great galleries in Europe.

In the first place it would require many hundreds of thousands of dollars

to acquire examples of the art of great periods in painting,—in the second
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OUTSIDE THE ART GAL-

LERY — OPENING DAY.

SUMMER VACATION
COURSE.

place, such works are only rarely available and the experience of other

galleries in the hasty acquisition of inferior examples, forms a sufficiently

distressing precedent as to how permanent collections should not be
secured. But there is another way to instruct and interest, and this is

the plan that has been followed by the exhibition committee of The Art

Gallery of Toronto—that of holding each month a new exhibition of the

current or contemporary art of to-day from many lands and varied schools

and styles, a loan collection of Italian, French or Oriental modern art,

Canadian art, architecture and the allied arts. Within recent years

very many such exhibitions have been held for a period of one month
and then changed, and the gallery is again a new place with fresh

examples on the walls.

In this way the Art Gallery has provided the variety and character of

ever-moving exhibitions of all kinds of art in many fashions, processes

and techniques. Behind all this activity, the slower growing permanent

collection takes form and volume—each addition carefully considered,

each bequest accepted only after consideration of its value as a permanent

example worthy to hang in the same galleries as other fine works of art.

A constant and growing activity of The Art Gallery of Toronto, through

its educational department, has been the establishment and continuous

service of public lectures and gallery talks, study groups and musical

occasions. This has been freely given to the members and the public

over a period of seven or eight years. A reference to any of the numerous

publications, reports and monthly bulletins reveal a vast array of public

opportunities offered for the purpose of advancing the experience of

thousands of people in the difficult matter of steering a course amid the

shoals and dangers of our modern life, as expressed in terms of
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contemporary art, and in moving more easily and with wider knowledge

through the quieter waters of the past ages.

There is always an interested public—those who want to know about

things outside their personal experience, people who understand the

written word, literature and science, but who find new obstacles in facing

the newer world of pictorial design. Thousands of other people visit an
art gallery for a merely passing experience, to look at the works on view.

It is a worthwhile phase of an art gallery function to encourage this as

far as possible. But to hear distinguished authorities from abroad speak

expertly on their own subject, whether it be a talk on the etchings of

Rembrandt, or the art of Renoir, or Town Planning and Interior Decoration,

is vital experience for the many listeners who throng the large gallery on

Monday evenings during the winter season.

Other educational opportunities include the informal gallery talk

when a group of 40 or 50 people meander slowly round the gallery,

picking out the significant exhibits, and stopping for a while to hear an
artist, or other guide, tell them of the finer qualities of individual master-

pieces of water colour painting, portraits, or prints. Groups of young

people from art schools, or Technical schools, from the University or high

schools—teachers from all kinds of schools, visitors from other cities,

women's clubs and church associations—all these are part of the daily

contacts of the educational staff.

Series of lectures on the work of great periods or of individual artists,

are given frequently, open free to the public.

Musical evenings, listening to a great quartet, or a pianist of distinc-

tion, a group of folk singers, a famous interpreter of the dance form, a

violinist, or a fine singer are all part of the annual programme. These

musical evenings are often designed to interpret the music masters who
are contemporary with the painters represented on the walls. The ear and

A PUPPET-MAKING GROUP AT "THE
CHILDREN'S ART CENTRE".
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12 YEAR OLD CHILDREN IN PRESENTA-

TION OF INDIAN CAROL.

14 YEAR OLDS IN MEXICAN FIESTA.

THE PRESENTATION OF NATIONAL
THEMES SUCH AS THESE ARE A LIVELY

STIMULUS TO THE IMAGINATION. [THE

SETTINGS, COSTUMES, ETC., ARE
DESIGNED AND EXECUTED BY THE

CHILDREN THEMSELVES.

the eye are thus brought into new experiences of the relation of all the

arts—the rhythm of life expressed in sound and form.

Each year new features of educational character are added and
new members find that the Art Gallery offers something for all interests

and tastes. The private view of exhibitions held at the beginning of

every month attracts those who like the social side of Art—meeting

friends, discussing the works on view and spending pleasant hours in

gossip. The monthly review of exhibitions—the members own study

groups on Thursday mornings and the opportunity of having a guide to

accompany them on informal visits, explaining the pictures, talking

about prints and sculpture—all these are offered to members, including

their families. Not to mention the practical classes in art study for them-

selves and their children.

The Art Gallery of Toronto has no dull passages in its yearly progress.

Stimulating exhibitions, interesting lectures, lively music and entertaining

study every week from October to May—a rich and varied flow of adult

educational and recreational experiences for all, is the established order

on the annual programme. Nothing has yet been said about the children,

and what is done for them, but this is the subject of another chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE ART GALLERY AND THE CHILDREN

CHILDREN the world over are the potential citizens of the future.

This is a trite and obvious thing to say, but how often do we forget,

that in planning for a future for society where better social conditions

and newer and richer experience of living are the hopeful things we wish

for, there must be some sort of preparation for those who move so rapidly

into adult life. Our present adult society has come into being not only

by process of time, but by emergence from a state of pioneering, hardship

and industrial struggle for survival and comfort. It has imposed upon

us a rigorous code of rules, and scientific facts—we have arrived at a

stage of material prosperity and weH being, we have everything in

education, commerce, science and sanitation that man can need for

health and comfort in living—but we are so busy watching the machinery

turning, that we have lost something of the adventuring that belongs to

pioneers. It is through the children that we wish for a new world, in which

art and beauty may find a place in the common expression of living.

Education in the schools of to-day is compelled to assume the responsi-

bility of training young people toward the business of learning ways and
means of earning a living in the competitive world of industry. The

problem of teaching people how to Live as opposed to that of making a

living is occupying the attention of educators in all parts of the world. The

concentration of educational procedure in schools for young people has

been over-emphasized on the intellectual side of the training of children.

The rules and formulae, systems, and lesson plans for the commercial

and professional survival of the mentally alert, and the mathematically

apt pupils, has left out of consideration the essential understanding of

the average child of healthy, normal, physical and emotional human
character. The urgent need is for recognition of the necessity of develop-

ing a more complete individual by an educational plan which will include

the whole character of the individual's spiritual, emotional and aesthetic

character—by encouraging every part of his nature to achieve expression

through participation in all the finer things in music, in play-acting, and
what is more to our purpose here, in the exercise of those native abilities

and forms of creative expression which we call the arts. To a child

these arts are those which exercise and include the eye, the hand, and
the co-ordination of these with the use of the body and soul—drawing,

painting, handwork, weaving, carving, metal work, embroidery, printing

and block cutting, design, colour, illustration and the scores of things

through which idle hands find busy hours of keen childlike pleasure and

through which the young participator finds new paths to self knowledge,

discipline and the deeper powers towards the interpretation of life that

dwell within the inner character of childhood. Such a form of public
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instruction that will aim to correlate every intuitive faculty of youth toward

a more idealistic purpose is the aim of responsible educators to-day.

In the United States, in Great Britain, in Germany and Austria, in a
dozen countries where advanced ideas of education are developing a

freer and less statistical plan for growth and learning, the experimental

and progressive school methods are recognized forms of child education.

In no other branch of public instruction have so many changes been

made than in the arts, or in art education. It is through these changes
that emancipation from the subject ridden formulae of mass education

will come. It is from independent and individual experiments with

thousands of children that the records and experiences are being devel-

oped. It is the impress of these on the public plan of instruction that has
brought about the changes of method in the application and use of the

official machinery of instruction.

In the field of research and practice the public art galleries and
museums have been pioneers (on this continent at any rate), in the

opportunity they have accepted and organized; to gather large bodies

of young people together and to give them the keys to the treasure houses

of beauty that hold all that is best in the things that men have made
from materials of wood, stone, metal and precious jewels—to express their

finer sentiments about life and to make this world a more harmonious
habitation for the needs of man.

SPRING SKETCH-

ING GROUP
FROM THE
CHILDREN'S
ART CENTRE.
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SATURDAY MORN-
ING IN ONE OF
THE GALLERIES.
PUBLIC SCHOOL
CHILDREN OF THE

CITY AT WORK(?)

The Art Gallery of Toronto has not been backward in attempting such

a work and for more than six years definite and well organized efforts

have been carried out to give to the children of Toronto and vicinity an
opportunity and a field in which to express the freedom of creative energy

which in the child is mostly all art.

Commencing in February, 1929, as formally organized classes on
Saturday mornings, thousands of children in the years since that date

have passed through the doors of the Art Gallery and have participated

in the joy of creating new delights of form and colour, using new materials

in paper, wood, metal and printed textiles, block printing and fresh and
lively expressions of original ideas in illustration and decoration.

The Saturday morning classes of The Art Gallery of Toronto are now
a definite part of the community life of the city and province. Children

from city and country schools come voluntarily and eagerly every week
at 9 in the morning, and for three hours the beautiful galleries and cor-

ridors re-echo to the happy sounds of about six hundred children, varying

in age from seven to fourteen years. There is no discrimination of colour,

creed, nationality or social status. They come from separate, public and
private schools. There are physically handicapped children, and extra

bright ones, and there are hordes of average Canadian children who
have one thing in common—they want to come, and they like to do
things with their hands, and they do them with unrestrained gusto.

Through the co-operation of the principals of schools and art teachers,

parents, and leaders in child welfare, these children are drawn from

homes and schools in many more hundreds than are needed. They are

taken in to the capacity of the gallery and staff to handle them. The
procedure in these classes is freedom within a necessary restraint, but

not by any means licence. The children are led towards experiments

for themselves. There is no question of what they will become, no thought

of making artists or art workers, their professional and vocational life is

not our problem,—it is the business of the staff to encourage every latent
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idea in design, form and colour, to lead out from the child and to avoid

the practice of merely pounding in theories, facts and information.

It is not the purpose here to outline every detail of this child-art activity

in The Art Gallery of Toronto. The story has been told a score of times.

It has appealed in various ways to different kinds of people—to those

who understand, it is more than a training in early contacts with pictures

and art galleries. It is an experiment in bringing together those forces

that lead to a greater intensification of life. It is modern education in

the guise of enjoyable play.

To parents it has been another means of seeing minds and hands
kept busy and the opening up of new capabilities in the child. To school

teachers it has been a pleasure to co-operate with any interest that will

give their daily charges another handle to their expressive natures.

To the children themselves, it is a lively period in their young lives,

when for a short time they have all the fun of creation with lots of materials,

entertaining things to do, no exams or text books, and where work and
play are never separated, which is just as it should be.

The Art Gallery of Toronto is a miniature world, one of the new
world's workshops, a living expression of the future idea in art education

for young people. It is much more than art as lessons, skills, accomplish-

ments and professional careers in the making, it is an effort to release

valuable human capacities and provide in some measure for the estab-

lishment of a future population wherein the art idea, appreciation and
practice, will be encouraged to find exercise in the understanding of a
higher responsibility towards art in the home, in industry, in civic life,

and what is more important in the happiness and creative energy of the

individual himself.

THERE ARE NO
FIXED SEATS AT
THE ART GALLERY
—THE YOUNGEST
PREFER CUSHIONS
ON THE FLOOR.—
8 AND 9 YEAR
OLDS IN THE
PRINT ROOM.
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During the last six years, since the incep-

tion of these Saturday morning classes, more
than 6,500 children have passed through

from the schools of Toronto and vicinity.

The detection of special talent in children

old enough to profit by further study at an
art school has also been a part of the

policy. Under this plan about 36 children

each year have been recommended for

scholarships in the Ontario College of Art.

These have been accepted for further study

in the Junior Courses of the O.C.A. In

addition to this every Technical school art

department in the city knows the Art

Gallery children. Their classes in art have

a large proportion of students who received

their early training and contacts at the Art

Gallery classes.

There is yet another side to the story.

Not only on Saturday mornings, but on each

week day, hundreds of children pass

through the Art Gallery for an hour with

the exhibits on view. As part of the cur-

riculum of the Toronto Board of Educa-

tion, four classes of children per day visit

the Art Gallery, and under the sympa-

thetic guidance of one who knows both

children and art spend a lively and
instructive period looking at, and com-

menting upon the works in painting and
sculpture, etchings and handcrafts created

by artists of all lands and different periods.

More than 27,000 children visit the Art

Gallery each year under this plan alone.

This is a valuable and much appreciated

contact with the local board of education,

and has proved its value in a thousand

ways, if only in the matter of creating

valuable and stimulating interests by early

contacts with works of art and their

meaning.

THESE ILLUSTRATIONS REPRESENT JUST A FEW
OF THE MANY-SIDED ACTIVITIES OF THE
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In the summer still another activity has

been the experience of the educational

staff and hundreds of children. For seven

or eight weeks in July and August, school

children are enrolled each summer in

special vacation classes, coming to the Art

Gallery three or four days a week, and

"going to school" in an altogether novel

and entertaining fashion. The procedure is

similar to that of the Saturday classes in

the winter session. The children, of all

ages, are given instruction in the use of all

kinds of materials to work out their own
individual ideas.

In another sense the summer courses

help to solve the problem of listless sum-

mer days in hot city streets and in districts

where the summer cottage and the lake

shore are remote experiences for thousands

of families.

The Art Gallery is doing its share in the

educational life of the city by aiding in the

future development of a population to

whom an art gallery or a library or a
museum, will not be unfamiliar buildings

showing adult objects for curious people to

look at, but also full of pleasure and interest

for all children. These young people,

when they reach adult life will demand
that such places be live centres of cultural,

active life, where scientific, archaeological,

aesthetic and plastic things will not remain

only as remote fields of research, but will be

understood as being treasure houses con-

taining vital sustenance necessary to the

life of the individual to-day. An art gallery

to be fully used, to be attended by a larger

proportion of a cities' population, must be

prepared to cater to the interests of all,

including children of all age levels.

FREE CLASSES AT THE ART GALLERY AND AT
THE CHILDREN'S ART CENTRE.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE CHILDREN'S ART CENTRE

IF
the Art Gallery on Saturdays and during the week is the field of

action, the Children's Art Centre is the laboratory where other and
more intensive activities of child-art are carried on.

About three years ago the establishment of "The Children's Art Centre"
at 4 Grange Road, marked another step forward in the development of

educational efforts at The Art Gallery of Toronto.

The Art Centre is housed in a building at the south-east corner of

Grange Park, the property of the Art Gallery. It is an attractive place

—

studios and workshops, little library and museum collection, reception

rooms and nursery room—all decorated with gay pictures by the children

themselves—in the hallways and cloak room are fascinating murals done
on the walls by the young people. It was commenced originally to provide

a centre for the many young people who like to come in after school hours

to draw and make things with all kinds of material.

Children's libraries, and children's museums, art classes for children

in settlements and community houses, welfare associations, summer camps
and private schools and individual teachers have all been centres for

experience and service to the creative activities of children. In many
galleries and museums of the United States and abroad, children have
been admitted to the collections, and under the care of sympathetic

leaders have been introduced to the wonders of nature and of art. But

OUTSIDE IN

GRANGE
PARK, SUMMER
CLASSES OF
THE ART
GALLERY.
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CHILDREN OF ALL AGES ASSEMBLING TO SEE A PLAY OF THEII

OWN PRODUCTION AT THE ART GALLERY— SATURDAY MORNING

"The Children's Art Centre" is a different kind of child centre. Here,

the children come to express all the things they wish to do in drawing,
painting and handwork. Every age level of childhood is given an oppor-

tunity to find a means of releasing that exultant form of creative energy
that is called to-day, Child Art.

From every quarter of the city the children come voluntarily and at

definite periods per week to spend several hours in the enjoyable business

of doing things with their hands that they have little opportunity of doing

either at home or at school.

Each morning nursery groups meet under the care of young teachers

who understand children and art, who are artists themselves, and know
what is being done in modern education to provide early contacts with

the experience of discovering new and delightful paths to self-discipline

and self-expression. The nursery groups are for children from three to

five years of age. These youngest are by no means the wayward little

persons we imagine them to be. Their concepts of life are forming rapidly

and there is a definite relationship between the things they do and
say, between their play and action, and the ideas they express with paint

and brush. To a child of three a drawing is an idea made objective and
a complete image of life, they are definite and honest expressions of

personality made long before speech becomes a familiar medium of
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A STUDY IN

CONCEN-
TRATION ON
THE FLOOR
OF THE ART

GALLERY.

communication. These are the things to be studied at the Art Centre
and from thousands of drawings and paintings, a pictorial expression

of the nature of childhood is formed.

As the child progresses through the growing age levels, new ideas,

new conceptions of the nature of the universe in which he finds himself

are interpreted rapidly into form and design. He is introduced to new
materials and newer experiences, on these he builds a fresh vocabulary

of forms, adding to his experiences and gradually unfolding for himself

a picture of the world around him. Early contacts with great pictures,

beautiful lettering and design, architecture, and illustrations are part

of the study plan at the Art Centre.

The social instincts of the young people are encouraged by mutual
participation in the production of plays, in the creating and execution of

a mural decoration scheme, or the illustrating of a book. Here is a group

of 12 year old children making the heads and bodies of dolls and decor-

ating these little individual types with national costumes. In the print

room upstairs a group of 10 year olds are making lino-cuts of little design

forms and printing these in intriguing pattern over cloth and silk, develop-

ing an orderly sense of design and method. A group of older children

are designing stage settings and costumes. Some are making masks
and helmets, and many are drawing and painting freely whatever ideas

come into their heads. The older the children become, the more they

are guided to develop their own ideas in good form, colour and design.

They may never become artists, that is not their problem at this stage.

The aim of the Art Centre is not to train artists, or teach art, or instruct

in drawing, but to lead out from the child, encouraging every spark of

feeling and originality and to aid in the extension and co-ordination of hand,
eye and mind toward the development of a more emotionally active and
alive little personality. If there is any value in such early contacts it is
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THIS IS ONE WAY OF
LEARNING ABOUT
HISTORY — A 14th

CENTURY ENGLISH

GROUP OF 13 YEAR
OLDS. THEY MADE
THE COSTUMES
THEMSELVES.

in the truth that the creative energy of childhood can never be wholly lost.

It is released into action and provides the curiosity and desire to do more
delightful things, to experience more new ideas, and to make fresh

discoveries in a world that always has more beauty and form to unfold

to those who go more than half way to meet it.

Such a momentum established early in life can never be lost entirely.

In the plan of living the memories and experiences of creative childhood

find their exercise and fulfilment in all stages of the life of man. If educa-
tion generally could provide a continual exercise of imagination through-

out all the stages of school and university, humanity generally would
gradually realize that the creative instincts of mankind are productive

of emotional awareness, of the beauty of ideas and things in nature,

and in art, that add more joy and sustenance to happy living than all the

scientific facts and mathematical formulae can give.

"The Children's Art Centre" is an experimental study school in

educational techniques, which means that what our children do so

naturally and spontaneously is worth studying as authoritative material

to the understanding of child nature, and by inference, of the nature

of man himself.

Art is a means to a fuller understanding of life, it is not an end in

itself. The natural instincts of children to express ideas in colour and
design is a proof of the idealistic nature of man, in action creative, not

destructive—building—not merely occupying time with material thoughts

or idle day dreaming.

Children from 6 to 12 years of age are nearly all artist-minded folk.

They have no thought for the future of their work, no conscious desire for

success, accuracy of representation or definite plans for future work.

In this they are like primitive native artists of other lands who still live in
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a state where the work of their hands is put to the making of objects that

record their experiences with natural things, whose forms of craftwork

are made, not to ornament their lives only, but to add to their need and
comfort.

The adult artist on the other hand is a conscious thinking individual,

alive to traditions and art education, productive of skills and accomplish-

ments and with ambitions toward success, and duty to posterity. To
watch the young child growing out of the initial stages of growth, going
through adolescence, to manhood, losing much and gaining stature

through experience and education is a fascinating study that all alert

teachers enjoy, and who, during the period these various age levels

pass through their hands, try to enrich the passing hours of work and
play with memorable moments of creative action and thought.

Taste in children needs cultivation, and no amount of formal school

study will awaken a love of beautiful things, if behind such instruction

there is no compelling belief in the latent powers of the individual child to

respond to sight and sounds of beauty. The keys to the treasure houses of

beauty in song, story, picture and objects of form and colour can only

be given by people who impose no adult standards of casual superficial

taste and academic formalisms of restricted and statistical nature in

tasks, examinations and accomplishments.

Instruction and guidance there must be in all education, but only

by the study of the children themselves will the problem be solved. To
study their needs at various age levels, to provide the most suitable and
encouraging form of leadership, will awaken echoes and responses in

the young mind and spirit.

This is the task and the privilege of 'The Children's Art Centre"

—

to endeavour to study the needs of all kinds of children, and by means of

thousands of examples and many experiments seek to understand the

nature of the living child of to-day. To do this it was essential to have
many kinds of children, of all ages up to 14 years, from different social

stratas, different nationalities, varied physical and mental capabilities

and opportunities. To this end the Art Gallery, through "The Children's

Art Centre" brings daily to its classes children from all parts of the

city, from poor homes, under-privileged children, bright and alive to new
experiences, showing an early knowledge of the more seamy side of life;

from pleasant homes, children who have had every care and attention.

From sub-normal schools, children who have a low grade of intelligence

quota in their formal studies, but who show a surprising response and
patient manifestations of order and craftsmanship—from super-normal

classes in the public schools, those whose standing is high in their studies

in class, and who show equal standards in art, but whose mental process

are predominant in the exercise of their talent.

From an east end creche little children are brought in cars by a group

of Junior League members, and by bus from a country district comes
another group of high school pupils. There are "Big Sister" groups,

University Women's Sketch Clubs, Library girls, unemployed men and
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women, foreign women doing embroidery and spinning, a group making
puppets and musical pipes, an evening group of adult members drawing,

painting and modelling, a study group of visitors of some organizations

listening to lectures on architecture, garden design, pottery, sculpture,

or painting. About twenty-five different groups of children, young people

and adult members come regularly to the Art Centre each week for

recreational study and participation in the experiences of appreciating

and doing things, with art as the subject, and enthusiasm as the moti-

vating factor.

For the professional or vocationally inclined art students there are

well equipped and splendidly organized art courses in the College of

Art and in Technical school art departments. For the very young child

there is no direct link between youthful talent and its development. The
Art Centre in its unofficial way provides one of the links. For the adult

who has no ambition to enter the professional or vocational field in art

and who does not desire to enter formal courses, the Art Centre provides

a congenial atmosphere of mutual study and practice. Men and women
engaged in business or professional life can find here in the Art Centre
the kind of study and freedom they wish for. The condition for all adult

members of these classes is that they are members of the Art Gallery.

At the Children's Art Centre, the children of members of the Art

Gallery are specially cared for in classes exclusive to them. Member's
children of pre-school age are put into nursery groups, and those from
6 to 14 years have their own teachers and classes. There are small

enrolment charges for materials and equipment.

In the Art Gallery and in the Art Centre there are no fees or charges
other than a twenty-five cent enrolment fee for children which is returned

if satisfactory attendance is maintained.
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CHAPTER FIVE
EXTENSION AND DEVELOPMENT

RECORDS and figures are often used to prove the value of any develop-

ment. Institutional statistics are familiar figures on budgets and
reports. The Art Gallery does not rely on these to prove the existence

of a well-organized effort to establish standards of taste and appreciation

in the community. But for what it is worth it may be said that during the

season 1934-35 more than 12,000 children and adults attendances were

recorded at the classes in the Children's Art Centre, and 60,000 at the

Art Gallery, and 12,000 adults came for lectures, study groups, musicales,

etc., at the Art Gallery during 1935. In all, nearly 150,000 people, young
and adult, passed through the turnstiles of the Art Gallery during the

past year. Only a very small proportion of them paid to enter.

The annual reports and the monthly bulletins issued by the Art Gallery

during the months from October to May contain the topical news about the

happenings in the Art Gallery and at the Children's Art Centre. These

are familiar to members and to hundreds of schools and organizations.

Those things that are not so familiar are the activities that may be
classed under the heading of extension work of the educational depart-

ment of the Art Gallery.

It has been definitely manifested that these various activities are the

core of a movement extending across the Dominion and particularly

throughout Ontario. In various other centres similar child art and
adult educational art movements have been inspired and carried through
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by interested people in such districts and communities as Oshawa,
Aurora, Cornwall, Smith's Falls, Ingersoll, Windsor, London and Sarnia,

where art associations have been formed, loan exhibitions borrowed

from the Art Gallery and where advice and training have been given

to those who have undertaken the work of organizing the children of their

community into groups for child study with the co-operation of interested

citizens, educational authority and women's organizations.

In Vancouver at the Art Gallery one of the most stimulating expres-

sions of such a free form of child study is taking place under the direction

of the principal of the Vancouver School of Art and Design. In Edmonton
at the little art gallery there are children's groups meeting regularly in

out of school hours for mutual study and recreational activity, initiated

and carried through by Mrs. Bowman.

In Winnipeg, Hamilton, in the Maritime Provinces and in other centres

there are signs of this new awakening in which the arts in daily life will

have an important social responsibility.

The National Gallery of Canada at Ottawa has played the part of

foster father to numerous places throughout Canada, assisting in or-

ganization, financing and encouraging the growth of a national feeling

towards the development of art in the community. With limited resources

and wise discernment the National Gallery has spread its educational

influences over the country, sending exhibitions, reproductions, lecturers,

and advisors from coast to coast. Distinguished lecturers from Britain

have travelled widely under the auspices of the National Gallery, and
many a small community in the north-west owes its first glimpse of Cana-
dian art to the loan collection of the National Gallery. Owing to such
national influence there is in the making, with many important links

already established, a chain of provincial and civic art galleries, giving

A DAILY SIGHT IN THE ART
GALLERY. PUBLIC SCHOOL
CHILDREN SPEND AN HOUR
EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK IN

THE ART GALLERY — HERE

THEY ARE TALKING ABOUT
THE ROBERT HOLMES' COL-
LECTION OF FLOWER
PAINTINGS.
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valuable service to their communities. Such influence and aid are far

beyond the resources and scope of the Art Gallery of Toronto which here

acknowledges with respect and admiration the work of the National

Gallery at Ottawa. But in the matter of personal contacts with indivi-

duals and the community in educational matters dealing directly with

children, teachers and the adult citizens of Toronto and vicinity, the

Art Gallery of Toronto has established a principle and a purpose that is

of a different character in its educational plan.

The exhibitions of child art that are sent out from the Art Gallery of

Toronto have gone all over Canada, to France, to South Africa, to New
York, to England and to many galleries and schools in the United States.

They have joined international exhibitions at home and abroad, estab-

lishing in the minds of educational authority in many communities the

fact that here in Toronto there is a centre of child and adult art education

that is unique and far reaching in its influence. The Art Gallery modestly

claims a share in this new education of a democratic order, that is

attracting the attention of progressive educators everywhere.

The Art Gallery has pioneered such efforts from its own resources,

carrying on without other financial aid than the subscriptions of the

members themselves. The membership of the Art Gallery, founders,

benefactors and annual members have been the sustaining and founda-
tional basis of educational activity with children and adults. But the

development during the past three years would have been impossible

without the recognition by the Carnegie Corporation of New York that

such work was of a valuable educational and social character. In 1933
the Carnegie Corporation granted a generous sum of money for a period

THE NURSERY GROUPS
AT THE CHILDREN'S ART

CENTRE. 3 AND 4 YEAR

OLDS IN ACTION — IT'S

NEVER TOO EARLY TO
START.
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THIS IS NOT A COOKING
SCHOOL—BUT A GROUP
OF 3 AND 4 YEAR OLDS
MAKING ANIMALS AND
MASKS IN CLAY AT THE

CHILDREN'S ART CENTRE.

of one year. This has been renewed yearly for three years. With such

valuable aid the development has been most marked. The directors

of the Art Gallery have continued to support with considerable sacrifice

the work initiated in 1929.

In the future development the maintenance and continuity of the

educational activities will again be the concern of the members, educa-

tional associations and individuals and community support. To establish

the value of our activities in the cultural and educational life, without

suffering the loss of continuity and progress is the present aim of The

Art Gallery of Toronto.

To maintain a staff of nearly 25 leaders and teachers, to provide all

the numerous items used in materials of execution of the work itself, to

secure new connections, to open up new avenues of activity, to continue

extension service and local activities, loan exhibitions, lectures, musicales,

and the free education of thousands of children, to equip and modernize

buildings and studios, and to offer them for the use of people, young and
adult, in Toronto and vicinity, and in the province of Ontario, is the task

of the Art Gallery in its educational department alone.

In addition to this, which is only a part of the Art Gallery activity,

the financing of the numerous exhibitions, insurance, the purchasing of

the permanent collection, the maintenance of loan exhibitions and the

collections of prints and slides, and the gradual development of the

structure of the Gallery itself are all, during these days of financial

depression and uncertainty, part of the responsibilities and plans of The
Art Gallery of Toronto.

The membership of the Art Gallery now stands at about 2,000 members
of all kinds and classifications. Every fee paid is used to carry on the

work of the various departments of the Gallery. Every new member is a
valuable addition to the number of those faithful ones who have been
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helping by their fees and interest, the work of development. In a city

of 840,401 people a larger proportion of members per capita is sought

for and the aid of present members is asked in spreading abroad the value

of the Art Gallery to others.

From the educational and social point of view the various details of

activity, outlined in these pages, should appeal to many thousands more

of those who feel that such an organization as The Art Gallery of Toronto

is worth while supporting, if only to maintain the work of those individuals

who, in the days gone by, had faith in essaying the task of founding an
art gallery in the city of Toronto.
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CHAPTE R S I X

ART GALLERY EDUCATIONAL EXTENSION—
THE ART GALLERY LOAN COLLECTIONS

ART education or the development of an appreciative sense is not

merely a matter of visits to an art collection, lectures and classes,

it is the development of a personal interest in the experience of looking

at, and enjoying with confidence and discrimination, different kinds of

art expression.

The Art Gallery of Toronto is not only a show place for people who live

in the city, or who visit it occasionally. Those who live elsewhere in the

Province of Ontario are not overlooked in the educational plan. An
extension service of loan exhibitions, lantern slides, lectures and advice

on pictures and on art education is a part of the policy of the educa-
tional department.

For several years the Art Gallery has sent out loans of all kinds of

interesting and artistic reproductions, prints, posters, drawings and
paintings to places in Ontario where formal exhibitions of paintings and
important collections of other works of art do not usually come into the

experience of people who live in small centres. The Art Gallery's pos-

sessions of loan collections include wonderful reproductions of every

phase of historical art in pictures, ancient, oriental, classical and modern
pictorial material, in architecture, painting, sculpture and the crafts.

Beside the work of individual old masters, names famous in the story of

art in the life of mankind, there are also in the loan collections, coloured

10 YEAR OLD
INDIANS — AT
A RECENT
PRESENTA-
TION IN THE
ART GALLERY.
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reproductions of fine posters, children's drawings, examples of fine design
and lettering, Japanese prints and Persian drawings, prints in colour,

etchings and lithographs. These are made available to any association,

library, school or church organization, women's clubs in Ontario. There
is no charge other than transportation for these exhibits and they are in

constant demand in Toronto and throughout the province. Hundreds of

such exhibitions have been sent out during the last few years. Any
teacher in a school in Ontario who wishes to have special reproductions

of fine masterpieces of European or Canadian art for picture study may
apply through the school principal for reproductions, study notes, books
and lantern slides. These are sent without charge for the service. Any
responsible organization may borrow, for short periods, an exhibition of

fine character and distinguished cultural value to place on view in any
building in Ontario that will care for the safety and show the collection

to public and students.

The Art Gallery exhibitions have gone all over Canada, but of course
Ontario is the particular field covered. This is a form of adult education
in remote places that is not generally known to city people.

In the far North of Ontario in backwoods settlements, a few repro-

ductions and a box of slides requested by some teacher who takes the

trouble to bring such things to the district, in which he or she lives, have
done wonders to help in the general social life of the community.

Scores of letters of appreciation of the Art Gallery's services in this

respect testify to the value and gratitude of the people concerned.

The lantern slide collections of the Art Gallery are borrowed con-

tinually during the winter session by lecturers, teachers, and many indi-

viduals who wish such aids to demonstration of the many phases of art.

In the schools and other institutions of the city of Toronto the Art

Gallery exhibitions are seen—posters, children's drawings, fine photo-

graphs of architecture, prints, paintings and designs, some times decora-

ting a school corridor, a library, community house, a women's university

club, a man's hostel, or a downtown club. There are no charges, except
minor ones for transportation.

The Carnegie Corporation of New York presented to the Art Gallery

a splendid collection of over 2,000 prints in colour and black and white

of the pictorial records of historical art of all periods and countries.

These are used continually as the basis of loan collections. Frequent

loans are made to the art departments of Technical schools, the Ontario

College of Art, to private schools and to universities in Ontario.

A fine library of art books and reference material, containing many
valuable works on art and artists—a clipping reference collection of

artists and art subjects, Canadian artists, biographies and data of pic-

tures and exhibitions, are all available for study and under certain

conditions, for loan. Reproductions and study plans of the work of Cana-
dian artists are also on sale or loan.

The Educational staff is called upon very many times throughout the

year for lectures and illustrated talks in places outside the Art Gallery
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'"BIG SISTERS" GROUP AT THE CHILDREN'S ART CENTRE — MAKING HABITATS. THIS IS

BUT ONE OF THE MANY FREE GROUPS WHICH COME EVERY WEEK TO THE ART CENTRE.

in addition to the numerous appointments made by travel clubs, church
societies, men's clubs, high schools and private schools groups who visit

the gallery on regular and frequent occasions.

An art gallery goes out to meet the people by means of such activities

as these. It is through its educational policy that The Art Gallery of

Toronto becomes more than a civic and local institution, being provincial

wide in its scope, and being the means of bringing fine things for people

to see, who have no such opportunity as those who live in large centres,

to visit an art gallery frequently.

The Art Gallery has done its part in aiding the present condition of

unemployed men and women. It has helped to form occupational clubs

in unemployment centres where opportunities for creative study and
practice have been offered. The study of art is for all people who can
and will take advantage of it and the impetus given in other countries,

notably in England and the United States has created occupational

centres for those whose forced leisure would remain sterile and void of

either entertainment or instruction. His Majesty the King, when Prince

of Wales, (who was a leader in such movements in England), expressed
the idea admirably when he said:

—

"Youth needs three things to fit it for life— it needs discipline, it needs
friends, and it needs recreation and interest. They will help youth

itself to master the means of making life worth while."

In the unemployed educational activities in England the creative arts

and crafts play a large and important part in the encouragement of

individual capacities for study and the right use of leisure. This might

apply to all adults, whether unemployed or otherwise. The opportunity
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and right to take advantage of all kinds of cultural and creative study
without any other reason than to increase the individual's interest in

life and awareness of the beauty and entertainment is to be found in

simple things of beauty in music, drama, works of art and the written word.

The Art Gallery's part is to provide a centre where some of these

things may be seen—things that appeal through the eye to the inner man,
and where guidance and instruction is offered.

Citizenship includes in some measure, the support of institutions that

aid in the conservation of the morale and instruction of all citizens and
the preservation of beauty in city and state. Art is the most social and
universal expression in life—uniting all peoples and races in a common
sympathy of enjoyment and understanding.

Adult education includes the opportunity to enjoy sights and sounds of

beauty as well as learning about things economical, political, scientific

and physical. Formal education does not provide these things to last the

whole life of man. Art Galleries, museums, theatres, libraries and
symphony concerts are all part of the continuous and never ending pro-

cess of searching for the best in the spiritual adventuring of human nature
through all the age levels of man. One of the most refreshing and illumi-

nating ways of using leisure is by means of the experience that art can
bring into adult life.

The problem in Canada, a new country in educational adventuring

is to find ways, varied and entertaining, to enrich the public and social

life of the community. We need it, more perhaps than those older lands

which are rich in ancient traditions and established orders of public

participation in cultural pursuits. There, the fostering and collecting,

the richness of antiquity and visible expression in all the arts is manifest

more abundantly than in this country. In other countries the people move
into easier channels of participation and enjoyment, as a rightful and
common heritage. In Canada, the artist and the art galleries, the

orchestras and the little theatre have to struggle into an unknown terri-

tory, the hearts, minds and consciousness of a newer people, who have
little opportunity to enjoy such things unless interested people and in-

stitutions such as museums, libraries and art galleries bring them into

their lives. Education, as far as the Art Gallery is concerned, is a matter

of teaching people the way to use the treasures of our common heritage.

But more than this to convince and encourage by every possible means
the fact that these things play an essential part in the everyday life of

the individual.

The support of the Art Gallery is almost a social duty of every indi-

vidual. Free from commercial ambitions, or for material gain—it offers a
continuous spectacle of the best that is possible in the art of this country,

and of other countries—and in addition an annual round of educational

activities that are second to none in entertainment and instruction for

young children and grown ups.

ARTHUR LISMER, A.R.C.A.,

Educational Supervisor, Art Gallery of Toronto.
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